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NUtec & partners at GPS Live Demo expo 

SignAfrica's Graphics, Print and Sign (GPS) Live Demo Expo which focusses
on wide format printing for signage, textiles and commercial applications, will be
held from 5 - 7 October 2021 at Emperor's Palace Convention Centre,
Johannesburg, South Africa.

NUtec Digital Ink's distribution partners, Falcon Signage and Kolok Graphic
Supplies will be exhibiting at the strictly Covid-safe event, promoting their latest
printing consumables and media ranges. 

The GPS Live Demo Expo is endorsed by South African FESPA member, Printing SA
and promises visitors the opportunity to see live demonstrations of new technology,
equipment, substrates and applications all under one roof.

Visit the SignAfrica website for more information or to register to attend.

Sign Istanbul 2021 post show review

NUtec Digital Ink's regional distributor, VirADijital participated at Sign Istanbul,
Turkey from 8 - 11 September 2021, promoting their extensive range of digital
printing solutions including NUtec's world class inks. 

Head of VirADijital, Barkın Övüç (pictured bottom left during an interview)
reports back on a successful event with many new enquiries from attendees
expressing major interest in their latest product offerings.

The Covid-compliant event also proved to be a great opportunity to reconnect
face-to-face with VirADijital's established customers and to cement the
company's status as a preferred supplier in the region. For more on the
company and its product range visit www.viradijital.com 

Tech Tips:
Choosing the correct self-adhesive film

for solvent printing 

When deciding which product to use for an application, there are several factors
that need consideration. Firstly, you need to establish the expected durability of
the application:
• Short-term, medium-term, long-term?
• Flat application or curved application?
• Which substrate will the film be applied to?
                                                                               
Irrespective of the durability or useful-life of the printed graphic, it is still
important to make sure that you use the correct film for your application.
Once you have established the longevity of the application as well as the
surface the film will be applied onto, you are ready to choose your film. 

Short term applications 
These are generally flat applications where graphics are printed for exhibitions,
in-store window campaigns and promotional advertising. Monomeric print media
or film is best suited for this type of application. But what exactly is a monomeric
film? “Mono” means one which describes the type of plasticiser used to create a
flexible finished vinyl. Most vinyl manufacturers produce 1, 2, 3 or 4 year
monomeric vinyls with a differing stability of the film. The one-year vinyl will be
the least stable across the monomeric range and will show shrinkage from the
time that it’s applied onto the final substrate.  For short term applications like
window graphics for in-store displays, customers often require a film with a
removable adhesive that does not leave any residue behind. These films are
more “entry level” or “lower cost” films and are not designed to be used for
extreme outdoor applications in areas where it would get a lot of UV exposure.

Medium term applications 
These applications can become tricky, as some manufacturers produce a
monomeric film that has “up to 4 year unprinted outdoor durability” but which will
still show some form of shrinkage throughout the expected lifespan of the
sign. In this case, the customer would decide if they are happy with a more cost
effective film that will give a good medium term durability with some shrinkage.
For more medium to long term applications. they would require a polymeric film.
So what is a polymeric film? “Poly” means many which results in a film that is
more stable showing less shrinkage than a monomeric film.
Medium term application examples are flat application bus graphics, vehicle
graphics or exterior signage that requires better performance than a monomeric
film. In some applications, a film or liquid lamination can be applied to enhance
the expected durability of the film or to give it additional chemical resistance
from cleaning detergents, acid rain, bird droppings or similar. 

Long term applications
These applications will normally be used for larger end users that want to
standardise the products used in their regions for all their branches. A polymeric
film could be suitable, unless the customer requires a product that has very little
to no shrinkage in which case a cast film needs to be used. Cast films start in a
liquid form, and are poured onto a casting sheet into an extremely thin layer.
These films can be used for 3D applications like vehicle wrapping or can be
used for flat applications that require the longest possible durability. Cast films
are the only films that can be manipulated into a shape by means of post-
heating. 

Across all types of Monomeric, Polymeric and Cast films you can find matte
white, gloss white, gloss or matte clear films with various types of different
adhesives for different requirements and effects.

Diamond eco-solvent digital inks
for self-adhesive and flexible substrates

NUtec's Diamond eco-solvent ink range provides excellent media compatibility
across an array of self-adhesive and flexible substrates, including vehicle
wrapping when using film laminate.  

Diamond inks include solutions for printers using Epson®, Fujifilm® Dimatix and
Ricoh® print heads and offer superior abrasion and chemical
resistance. Provided these inks are used in regular applications, using suitable
substrates, the printed images will last for up to two years.

Click on the relevant images below to learn more about these products or
contact sales@nutecdigital.com for more information.

D10-ESM for Roland® Eco-Sol MAX™ D10-ESM2 for Roland® Eco-Sol MAX2™

D15-TRV2 for Roland® TrueVIS™ TR2 D10-GF-MS21 for Mimaki® SS21™

Industry terms: Is it SDS or MSDS?

A Safety data sheet (SDS) is an essential component of the UN’s Globally
Harmonized System (GHS) and is intended to provide users with
comprehensive information about a chemical substance or mixture. 

An SDS is essentially an MSDS or “material safety data sheet” but its format
and content must now comply to globally accepted standards defined by the
GHS.  The information contained in the SDS is largely the same as the MSDS,
except now the SDSs are required to be presented in a consistent and user-
friendly, 16-section format that is used worldwide.

NUtec Digital Ink's Chemical Regulatory & Compliance department provides
SDSs for all its products in accordance with GHS.

Amethyst A20-RTR-MI
for Mimaki® roll-to-roll UV-cured printing

Year-end production shutdown dates

While NUtec Digital Ink's year-end production shut down is from 17 December
2021 to 10 January 2022, we would like to inform our customers and business
partners that our Customer Care and Logistics departments will continue to
work throughout in order to ensure the uninterrupted despatch and delivery of
our inks globally. Please do not hesitate to contact us for further information.
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